**FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY**
**UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE**

**Proposal for a Course Change**

**PART I. FILL OUT THIS SECTION COMPLETELY**

1. **School/College**
   - International & Public Affairs

2. **Div./Dept. in Which Taught**
   - Religious Studies

3. **Present Course Title**
   - Sufism: Islamic Mysticism and Spirituality

**PART II. FILL OUT CHANGE INFORMATION ONLY**

4a. **New Course Title**
   - Islamic Mysticism and Spirituality

4b. **Abbreviated course Title**
   - (for computer class schedules, transcripts)

5a. **Change Credit Hours:**

5b. **From** ______

6. **New Catalog Description/Major Topics**
   - (not to exceed 200 characters including spaces)
   - College of Medicine and College of Law: Attach description not exceeding 1,000 characters including spaces.

7. **New Prerequisite(s):**

8. **New Corequisite(s):**

9. **Explain Reclassification Request:**

10. **Does this proposed change impact the assessment process of a program or certificate? If yes, then send notification to assessment@fiu.edu.**

**PROPOSAL REQUESTED BY:**

- **Faculty Contact:** Carlos Grenier
  - (Type name)
  - (Email address)
  - (Signature)
  - (Phone number)

- **Chairperson (Dept./Div.):**
  - Erik Larson
  - (Type name)
  - (Signature)
  - (Phone number)

- **Chairperson (Curr. Comm.):**
  - Steven Heine
  - (Type name)
  - (Signature)

- **College/School Dean:**
  - John Stack
  - (Type name)
  - (Signature)

**Submit one original form. Attach one copy of the course justification and course syllabus: course description, objectives, learning outcomes, major topics and textbooks.**

Faculty Senate 7/2017
“Islamic Mysticism and Spirituality” Name Change Justification

This course’s existing name, “Sufism: Islamic Mysticism and Spirituality”, may be confusing for students who are unfamiliar with the term Sufism. With that word removed, the course may broaden its appeal to students interested in Islamic spiritual traditions.
Overview: At the heart of the religion of Islam is its mystical tradition, Sufism. This major tendency within Islam is comparatively understudied in the United States, where attention tends to be concentrated on other aspects of Islamic religious life. Sufis often departed from Islamic law and traditional orthodoxy and followed various paths towards a mystical union with the divine. Sufis strove for spiritual progress through an array of meditative practices, mystical recitations, music, and dances. Affecting poetry, painting, and other arts, Sufism is a major force in international Islamic culture, both in the past and presently. Ultimately the spread of Islam into south and southeast Asia and sub-Saharan Africa was almost exclusively through the teachings of these mystics who formed bridges between indigenous philosophies and the Islamic tradition by a focus on love of the Divine. Sufi networks were truly international in scope, connecting Muslim believers across the world. Today Sufi mysticism remains a vitally important aspect of contemporary Islam – one that is not always visible on the global stage. To study and learn about Sufism brings the student into an encounter with an aspect of Islam that serves as a useful counterweight to contemporary images of Islam in popular media and culture.

Aims: This course aims to use primary and secondary texts to give students a thorough grasp of the Islamic mystical perspective, its terminology, and the social histories of its practitioners.

By the completion of this course, students shall be able to

- Recognize the major ethical and philosophical precepts that unite Sufism across its many manifestations.
- Become aware of key variations within the varied panorama of Islamic mystical thought and practice.
- Be able to place Sufism within a historical and global cross-cultural perspective.

Global Learning Outcomes:

- Students will develop an repertoire of crucial information that will build awareness of how the beliefs and practice of Islamic mysticism are living and vital aspects of global Islam of the past and present. (Global Awareness)
- Students will demonstrate empathy for Sufi perspectives by entering in the mindset of Sufi believers and practitioners across the world. This includes

---

1 This is a Global Learning discipline-specific course that counts towards your Global Learning graduation requirement.
creating an intuitive understanding of the guiding principles of Sufi belief, as well as the problems faced by Sufi believers and practitioners across the globe. (Global Perspectives)

- Students will be able to use a Sufi perspective to depict and engage with diverse communities’ approaches to contemporary global challenges. (Global Engagement)

Texts: ALL texts will be provided as PDF’s on the Canvas site and will be uploaded at least one week prior to the class in which they will be discussed. Note that we will be returning often to portions of Annemarie Schimmel’s *The Mystical Dimensions of Islam*, Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1975. (ISBN 978-0-8078-1271-6)

Evaluation:

Attendance Participation and Reading Responses (20%):

Each week you will be required to produce one or two questions that the primary source readings stimulate for you. You may post these on Canvas in the appropriate place or bring them typed to class. Please label them with your name and ID.

Midterm Quiz (20%):

The midterm will be a short answer exam based on the material covered in lectures and readings up to that point.

Poetry/Art Assignments 1 and 2 (15%+15% = 30%):

Twice during the semester and on their own, students will choose a piece of poetry, literature, or other art related to the Sufi traditions of the past or present. In light of what has been learned so far about Sufi thought and Sufi community life, students will produce a two-page, double-spaced observation and interpretation of this cultural product.

Community History Assignment (30%):

As a final project, students will choose a Sufi community and analyze its history and, if possible, its contemporary situation. While this is intended to be an exercise in academic writing, students are encouraged to be creative about how they design their paper and how they learn about its subject matter. Students may also cooperate on this assignment, but length and scope will be adjusted accordingly. Ideally, students will integrate a narrative of the history of this community with insights about doctrine, practice, and contemporary global challenges.

Grading Criteria

All student work will be assigned numerical grades, corresponding to the following letter grades, according to the criteria below. Final grades will be calculated according to the percentages outlined above and converted to final letter grades for the course.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94-100</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>“As” are awarded for excellent to exceptional work, free of technical and stylistic errors, showing sustained thought and engagement with the material on an appropriate but impressive academic level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90-94</td>
<td>A-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87-89</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>“Bs” are awarded for good to very good work, with some occasional errors, but nonetheless clearly indicating a good grasp of the material and assigned task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83-86</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-82</td>
<td>B-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77-79</td>
<td>C+</td>
<td>“Cs” are awarded for average to above average work, meeting minimal standards but marked with errors, and exposing gaps in student performance and/or fulfillment of the assignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-76</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>“Ds” are awarded for barely passing to below average work, usually riddled with errors and seriously deficient in fulfilling the assignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 59</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>“Fs” are awarded for unacceptable work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Course Regulations and Expectations

Readings must be completed by the date for which they are assigned. Careful preparation of readings is essential for success in this course! As this is a seminar-style class, students will be expected to actively participate in class discussions of the readings.

Late assignments without authorized extensions may be penalized five percentage points for each day late, or part thereof, up to a maximum of 30 points. Keep disk and paper copies of all written work.

Standards for citation and referencing must be adhered to. I recommend MLA or Chicago style. Students may use abbreviated parenthetical references for assigned course texts but must provide full bibliographic information for all other sources used for written work. Internet sources are generally unacceptable as references, but if you do use them, citations must include full url details and date accessed. All written assignments must be typed, formatted in 10-12 point standard fonts, double-spaced, with one-inch margins.

is stealing someone else’s words or original ideas. Plagiarism occurs in three forms:
- Written work that is entirely stolen from another source;
- Using quotations from another source without properly citing them; and
- Paraphrasing from another source without proper citations

In all cases, to avoid plagiarism, students must properly cite the source material. Only commonly known facts and concepts, general material learned in the course of research and study, and students’ original ideas do not require citation.

For useful guidelines, go to the Plagiarism Prevention section on the FIU Library’s website:

http://libguides.fiu.edu/plagiarism.

Attendance and punctuality in class are required. Each unexcused absence after ONE will
adversely affect your final grade, deducting up to 15 points from your class participation grade for each occurrence. Students with more than three absences will receive a zero for class participation.

---

**Week 1: Introduction, Basic Themes & The Origins of Sufism**

**What is Islam?**

No readings.

---

**Week 2: Background: Jewish and Christian Mysticism**

Readings from Peter Brown, *Society and the Holy in Late Antiquity*.

**The Roots of Sufism in the Qur’an**


*Hadith Qudsi* of “The Hidden Treasure”

---

**Week 3: Early Sufism**


Michael Sells, “Early Muslim Spirituality and Mysticism” in *The Muslim Almanac*, ed. Azim Nanji. (PDF)

**Sufi Communities**

al-Ghazali, passages from *Deliverance from Error*, trans W. M. Watt. (PDF)

---

**Week 4: Communities and Ideas**

Excerpts from the *Letters* of Ibn ‘Abbad of Ronda, trans. John Renard. (PDF)

**Sufi Interpretation**

---

**Week 5: Sufi Metaphysics: Love and Knowledge I**

William Chittick, *Sufi Path of Knowledge*, ix-xxii, 3-30. (PDF)

Annemarie Schimmel, *Mystical Dimensions of Islam*, 259-86

**Sufi Metaphysics: Love and Knowledge II**

Excerpts from Suhrawardi, *Forms of Light* and Ibn ‘Arabi, *Bezels of Wisdom*. (PDF)

Excerpts from Shabistari, *The Rose Garden of Mystery*. (PDF)

---

**Week 6: Sufi Practices: Recitation and Music**

“Dhikr”, Encyclopedia of Islam 2

“Sama,” Encyclopedia of Islam 2


**Sufi Practices: Prayer and Meditation**


---

**Week 7: Sainthood and Ziyara**

Excerpts from hagiographies. (PDF)

**Poetry I: The Persian Tradition**


Omid Safi, *Radical Love*

---

**Week 8: Poetry II: Other Traditions**
Poetry of Yunus Emre, Sultan Bahu, al-Busiri. (PDF)

Midterm Quiz

---

Week 9: Sufi Brotherhoods I

Spencer Trimingham, *Sufi Orders in Islam*, 31-66 (PDF)

Sufi Brotherhoods II

Ahmet T. Karamustafa, *God’s Unruly Friends*, Chs. 5-8. (PDF)

---

Week 10: Sufism in Society

Readings TBA

Women in Sufi History (**Poetry/Art Assignment 1 due**)  
Readings on Rabi’a al-‘Adawiyya and the poems of Mihri Hatun, Fatima Jahan-Ara, and ‘A’isha Ba’uniyya. (PDF)

---

Week 11: Mysticism in Politics

Readings from the writings of Shah Ni’matullah Vali, Shah Isma’il, and others. (PDF)

Mysticism’s Critics

“Ibn Taymiyya,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, ed. 2.

---

Week 12: Sufism and the Spread of Islam

Richard Eaton, *The Rise of Islam and the Bengal Frontier*

Sufism and Islam in Europe

Nikolay Antov, *The Ottoman ‘Wild West’*, selections TBD. (PDF)

H. T. Norris, *Popular Sufism in Eastern Europe*, excerpts (PDF)
---

**Week 13: Sufism and Islam in South and Southeast Asia**


**Sufism in Africa (**Poetry/Art Assignment 2 due**)**

Readings TBA

---

**Week 14: Sufism and Magic**

Readings TBA

**Islamic Spirituality in the Modern Era**

Elizabeth Sirriyeh, “Contemporary Sufism & Anti-Sufism” in *Sufis and Anti-Sufis*. (PDF)

---

**Week 15: Islamic Spirituality in the Modern Era II**

Mark Sedgwick, *Western Sufism*, pp. 133-263


**Final Review**

**Community History Essay due by e-mail**